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February WASDE Report Summary 

The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is 
a suitable investment.  Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not     

indicative of future results.  We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied 

I hope everyone has been safe the last few days, it sure did get messy and cold out 

there. Last week’s WASDE report seemed fairly bland, with very few surprises.  

However, the market’s reaction to the report was anything but predictable. As more 

and more speculators and hedge funds bring their money into the commodity       

markets, we must keep in mind that their positions can have a large impact on market 

direction and volatility. Because of this, it is very important to utilize a marketing 

strategy as a risk management tool. Of course, there are always signs (technical or 

fundamental) of how the market should move, but that doesn’t always mean the  

market will react accordingly. My recommendations for the 2021 crop are to make 

some initial sales in the short term while prices are at profitable levels, and explore some of the                

opportunities we have to establish a floor price. These are excellent ways to protect yourself from falling 

prices if speculators decided to exit the market. Stay warm out there, we’ve got a lot of winter packed into 

this week. 

Darrin Wax 

Main Street Data 
The Farm Marketing team here at Premier is pleased to announce our partnership 

with Main Street Data (MSD). Main Street Data is an agriculture software company 

that can help a producer with the marketing side of their operation, which we all 

know that marketing can tend to be the hardest part of any operation. This software 

platform that combines marketing and weather into one place is called Market Vision. 

Market Vision software improves marketing with in-depth at the farm and individual 

field level for each producer. This allows MSD to more accurately predict the yield the 

producer can expect to receive on each field. This feature allows a producer to be 

comfortable marketing more of their grain earlier on. Along with this, Market Vision 

will also help the producer determine what their break-even cash price would be at any point in the       

marketing year. Market Vision also has a moving chart in which it will give the producer sell signals, which is 

when MSD thinks it is a good time to sell based on several technical and historical factors. If interested in 

hearing more about this product be sure to tune into our Marketing Meetings on March 3rd or 10th, where 

we will have Tim Davis from Main Street Date presenting. In the meantime, if there are any questions      

regarding this software please be sure to reach out to your Farm Marketing Specialist or visit our website 

for more details: https://www.premiercooperative.net/market-info/marketvision0 

Lane Avenatti 

https://www.premiercooperative.net/market-info/marketvision0
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Importance of having a marketing plan 
Doug Cropp 

One of the main questions that come up in grain marketing each year is: Do you have a plan? 

While sometimes this can be intimidating and not always a fun thing to do; it is important. 

Marketing plans do not have to be complicated, they just need to have some basic ideas and 

thoughts put together in an organized fashion. Putting it down on paper and tracking it helps 

with this. Here are some basic tips in putting together a marketing plan. 

1. Start with your cost of production and/or desired profit margin. Use actual production  

history if available to determine yield. If you plan to store grain, consider the cost of storage 

for both on farm and/or grain stored at the elevator. 

2. Consider what marketing tools and/or contracts that you are comfortable using. Don’t be afraid to try         

something new, but be sure to understand the risk and rewards of each strategy. Starting out small with a new 

type of contract is the best way to learn how it fits within your own operation. 

3. Break down into selling increments of either bushels or percentages you are comfortable selling. This can be 

broken down to pre-harvest and post-harvest sales volumes. You can utilize your crop insurance program to help 

with being more comfortable making forward sales. 

4. Set pricing targets. You can use your cost of production and profit goals to set these. Be sure to be realistic and 

timely with these pricing goals. At the minimum,  your price targets should exceed your established breakeven 

price. Again, the crop insurance established floor prices can help with this. 

5. Set pricing deadlines. If prices do not rise enough to meet your pricing target, you need to set sales deadlines to 

ensure you are proactive about pricing. Commodity prices typically have a defined seasonal price pattern. Setting 

sales deadlines that correspond with periods when prices are traditionally highest will help make marketing      

easier.  

6.  Consider cash flow needs. There might be certain times of the year that you need to make sales to make         

payments. Plan for these needs so you are not forced to sell. 

7. Share your plan with someone else.  Once you have written your plan, share it with someone else. Sharing your 

goals with your spouse, merchandiser, or banker will help keep you accountable to your marketing goals. 

Hopefully these tips can help with putting together your plan. Premier’s Farm Marketing team is here to help with 

plans and to develop a strategy that fits your own farming operation. Give any one of them a call if you are            

interested in learning more. 

The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is 
a suitable investment.  Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not     

indicative of future results.  We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied 
upon as such.  Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without              

notice.  There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades. 
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